1 June 2016, 18:00 CEST

Present: Kate, Milan, Kaca, Petra, Masha, Julian
Excused: Vahid,

Moderation: Julian
Minutes: Milan

Projects

Reclaim the City

Preparations are going okay. Present EC will have meeting for evaluation on 19th after PT evaluation.

I know, therefore I act!

No new updates. Digital X should have a proposal for the format of the database early next week.

Working groups

Digital [x]

Milan was introduced to the group to help with the logo. Had a meeting this week which was extremely productive. Anya and Julian working on the database. Members are very happy to have a new logo.

AlterUrb

Meeting on Friday to discuss the aims and objectives of the WG once more, and to talk about the one year working plan, what kind of activities they want to have. In addition, maybe they will have movie night soon before the StS.

RUMB

Masha mentioned about restructuring the WG and to decide the topic and the group aims and objectives.

Migration

Milan sent mails to people about first meeting. There were also interest from people at FYEG GA. Meeting should be before 10th of June.

Regional Cooperation and Mos

SV Kosovo

Time to start thinking and planning a study visit to Kosovo. Originally planned to be in September. First task is to prepare an outline of aims and objectives for SV for the next EC meeting + a concept and plan for Balkan Regional meeting (25/26th July). 3 months of preparation for Study visit to Kosovo. Responsible person from the EC will be Milan and someone from the office Kaca/Petra who will agree upon consulting their schedule for this period.
Balkan Regional Meeting:

During the BRM we should have a capacity building activity, and see how many people are coming from FYEG Summer Camp. Kaca, Milan and Kate to have a meeting about the concept of BRM.

Caucasus

Georgian Young Greens are ready to host CDM this autumn, Giorgi Bardzimashvili and Panina will work on it from their side.

RUMB

Two initiatives/requests in the region to be discussed. One is project in Ukraine, supported by Dutch Green Foundation. Petra, Vahid and Kate to discuss in more detail and come with proposal for next meeting. Possible support from Anne de Boer for an activity in Ukraine to CDN.

Belarus project

Request by Belarus YG for CDN to organize event there, possibly with FYEG partnership. They feel confident, political climate in the country has opened up for this to be possible.

POs

Julian talked with some people from our PO's in the GA. Slovaksians and Slovenians are not active. People from Cyprus are busy with the elections at the moment. Germans - nothing special happened. From Petra EGP report: Slovenian Greens representatives said that they had a hard period in the last few years after bad election results: Now they are going through restructure and changes. Metka Cvetsko is a new member of SMS who suppose to start a youth wing of the party again and will be the next contact person for CDN.

External Partners

FYEG

GA

Julian was representing CDN there with presentation. Talked to people from the common MO's. CDN EC/Office had a meeting with FYEG EC/Office.

GEF

HBS Belgrade + GEF

Green Train

Meeting was a success, half of the meeting was dedicated to the previews evaluations for the projects CDN joined in. GEF will open call for proposals after this summer, for couple of months, by then we will discuss about our priorities and apply. GEF offered us some places for events related to migration and I suggest Ioanna to invite members of the Migration WG.

Focus Group

During the EGP Council meeting Petra met with Ioana to discuss points of mutual interest. Petra discussed about her participation in the Focus group that it is interesting and CDN to observe, participate and contribute in the process. As for the relevance to CDN members, in most of our previous discussions by young Europeans was referring to youth of European Union, so not so sure how much the course would be of interest for our members. The course is supposed to explain structures and procedures within
European Union, with emphasis on options for employment of youth (various internships) and on Green stakeholders, sources of finances for projects of youth organizations. All of them are not entirely unavailable, but harder to achieve for the non-EU citizens. Next step of the project is to develop 1 hour of the course program and find a test group to watch it. Their task would be to give general feedback on methods, approach, etc., and evaluate whether the course is developing in good direction or something should be changed. According to Ioana, she hopes CDN could find around 20 people who would be willing to test the course. As a return they would get an opportunity to attend the course for free once it is finished.

The Next Live EC Meeting

**ECM:**
15th July - arrival day

16,17th meeting

Political Platform

Julian will send it to MO list on Friday.

Visibility

Logo
Final version of the text for publishing to be confirmed and Milan to make a nice picture for the call in the next few days. Name of the team will be CDN VISIBILITY TEAM (CVT)

Presentation

Now we have several CDN presentations to use for models/templates.

Social Media (calendar)

Person responsible for Social media during the months should be responsible for adding and posting something to SM on those special dates.

Alternative Medias:

Masha and Julian to write proposal for Alternative medias for different target groups.